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\section*{INTRODUCTION}

In the Islamic finance industry, the issue of dispute resolution is essential. It is because dispute resolution is a case that may occur in a business transaction. The dispute resolution pattern can be made through court mechanisms or out of court, known as Alternative Dispute Resolution...
(ADR) system. Along with developing the Islamic financial service businesses, the dispute resolution mechanism also grows and caters to consumers' needs. It happened as Islamic financial institutions grew specific needs in the form of fulfilling sharia principles in all aspects. It is one of the specific characteristics of Islamic financial institutions, including banking.

This article is a further study of previous research,¹ which found legal disharmony in alternative dispute resolution, to the point of causing legal uncertainty. There is a legal disharmony with the Sharia Banking Law in the regulation on Alternative Dispute Resolution Institutions. This problem arises because the regulation does not pay attention to sharia principles, as mandated by Article 55, Paragraph 3 of the Sharia Banking Law. In Article 55 Paragraph (3) of the Sharia Banking Law, it is stated that settlement of disputes other than in a religious court must comply with sharia principles. The article shows that the application of sharia principles in settlement of Islamic banking disputes is essential. The settlement of Islamic banking disputes through religious courts is not required to comply with sharia principles. It is because the religious court is an Islamic law enforcement institution. It means that it has automatically complied with and implemented sharia principles. Meanwhile, it is necessary to receive confirmation in other institutions so that it becomes a concern to be fulfilled. It is essential, considering that the application of sharia principles is a spiritual right for Islamic banking consumers.

This article explicitly examines the regulations related to alternative dispute resolution institutions in Indonesia by using consumer protection, especially on spiritual rights. According to Aulia Muthiah,² consumer protection is one of the most dynamic legal studies, both from the perspective of positive law and Islamic law. It is because consumer protection studies are directly related to economic and/or financial activities, which continue to develop by changing times and technological advances. However, studies on consumer protection, especially consumers of Islamic financial institutions, have not been widely found. One study from Omar Oseni³ correlates effective consumer protection regulations in Islamic finance with spending and trust in fatwas.

Besides, several researchers have researched the resolution of disputes over Islamic financial institutions: Zulkifli Hasan and Mehmet Asutay⁴, Abikan,⁵ Omar A. Oseni at all (2012)⁶ (2016)⁷, and Rasyid. However, there is no unifying theme that connects explicitly content analysis of alternative dispute resolution institution's regulations with the concept of consumer pro-

tection focused on spiritual rights. Moreover, dispute resolution has also been developed through the ODR (Online Dispute Resolution) system today. The issue of dispute resolution in Islamic financial institutions needs to be handled to encourage Islamic financial institutions' development. Thus, a study linking Islamic financial institutions' consumer protection with regulations related to dispute resolution is important to conduct.

In connection with the problem in the form of legal disharmony above, researching the financial services authority regulations related to alternative dispute resolution institutions from a consumer protection perspective is needed. It is intended to determine whether alternative dispute resolution regulations provide adequate protection for Islamic banking consumers. This problem must receive serious attention, to increase the trust of Islamic banking consumers in Indonesia, which has only a 6.18% market share. Another benefit of this study is that it can be used as a policy consideration for financial service authority institutions so that in drafting dispute resolution regulations, they provide adequate protection for their consumers.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

This research uses an empirical normative method, with a philosophical and critical analytical approach to the content. The philosophical approach is used to understand the relationship between consumer protection and spiritual rights and the relationship between spiritual rights and dispute resolution of Islamic financial institutions. Meanwhile, the historical approach is applied to see the issuance of the two regulations mentioned above with the Consumer Protection Law and the Islamic Banking Law in Indonesia. Furthermore, a critical analytical approach is used to analyze the regulation's intended content by using analysis tools for consumers' spiritual rights and referring to the principle of balance in the Consumer Protection Law.

The focus of this research aims to analyze the content of the Financial Services Authority's regulations regarding Alternative Dispute Resolution Institutions, whether they provide consumer protection in the form of complying with sharia principles. Therefore, this study's population and sample are the same, namely the Financial Services Authority Regulation on Alternative Institutions for Dispute Resolution, namely Financial Services Authority Regulations Number 01 / POJK.07 / 2013 concerning Consumer Protection in the Financial Sector and Financial Services Authority Regulations Number 01 / POJK.07 / 2014 concerning Alternative Dispute Resolution Institution. As for the data collection method, in addition to a literature study of related regulations and references, interviews were also conducted with officials at the Financial Services Authority and the Indonesian Banking Dispute Resolution Alternative Institution.

To gain the desired understanding, the results and analysis of this article will describe: 1) Application of Sharia Principles" as a Spiritual Right in Consumer Protection; 2) Characteris-
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tics in Settlement of Islamic Banking Disputes with Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanisms; 3) Financial Services Authority Regulations concerning Alternative Institutions for Dispute Resolution in Sharia Banking Dispute Resolution; 4) Regulations on Alternative Dispute Resolution and Consumer Protection in Islamic Banking.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The Implementation of Sharia Principles as a Spiritual Right in Consumer Protection
The spiritual aspect is universal. In Islam, there are sharia principles known as the concept of halal haram. This concept is currently developing into a global halal industry. In the teachings of Judaism, there is a similar concept called those. Likewise, in Hinduism, there is a prohibition on eating beef. The value of this belief is a spiritual aspect that is inherent in everyone. One of the sources of human spirituality comes from religious values or beliefs. It shows that the spiritual aspect is inherent in everyone.

In the context of consumer protection in Indonesia, the term spiritual is found in Law Number 8 of 1999 concerning Consumer Protection. It is stated in Article 2 regarding the principles of the Consumer Protection Law, one of which is the principle of balance. Furthermore, in the explanation of number 3 Article 2 of the Consumer Protection Law states that the principle of balance is intended to balance the interests of consumers, business actors, and government in a material or spiritual sense. The term "spiritual" is juxtaposed with the material, meaning that "spiritual" are immaterial things. In Indonesia's legal system, religious values or beliefs are immaterial issues that are often demanded by consumers to be heeded and fulfilled. Therefore, in Indonesia, law number 33 of 2014 concerning Halal Product Guarantee has been issued. Based on this, it is increasingly vital that the spiritual aspect is protected by law. From the above, it is understood that the relationship between the concept of "spiritual" and consumer protection is clear. However, the Consumer Protection Law does not explicitly mention the term spiritual rights, nor does it specify their form. Therefore, the use of the term "spiritual rights" in this study is the meaning of legal phenomena that exists and develops in society. Furthermore, it has been absorbed by the Consumer Protection Law as a part of the principle of balance.

On the other hand, theoretically, the obligation to pay attention to sharia principles for Muslims, referring to all aspects of life, shows the validity of the credo theory or shahada theory. The theory of shahada is one of the theories that Islamic law applies to Muslims. Meanwhile, based on the Explanation of Number 37 Article 49 of Law Number 3 of 2006 concerning Amendments to the Law on Religious Courts, it is stated that what is meant by “between people who are Muslim is included as a person or legal entity who automatically submits himself voluntarily to Islamic law”. Thus, according to the law, Islamic banking is included in the category of “person”. Therefore, it is also mandatory for Islamic banking to apply Islamic
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law. Based on these thoughts, the Islamic banking law's sharia principles are an implementation of the right to carry out Islamic religious values that are protected by the 1945 constitution.

The enactment of sharia principles that already have a robust legal basis is a form of Islamic law in national law in Indonesia. This tends to develop in Indonesia, especially in the business sector, including resolving disputes related to transactions in Islamic banking. This is in line with Mahfud MD's opinion which explains that constitutionally, Indonesia is based on Pancasila. The first principle of Pancasila shows that Indonesian clothing is a "religious nation-state". Some people call this pattern Theodemocracy. If it is related to the concept of spiritual rights, then this is the philosophical and constitutional foundation for the Indonesian people's spiritual rights. It means that people have rights freely and receive protection in carrying out their religious laws. Meanwhile, if this phenomenon is related to consumer protection, the community needs to get protection. In this context, when the state pays attention to consumer protection, this is one of the United Nations' successes on the importance of fighting for consumer rights at the world level.

In this regard, according to Ahmadi Miru and Sutarman, the principles of consumer protection in Article 2 of the Consumer Protection Law refer to the philosophy of national development, which is oriented towards the state philosophy, namely Pancasila. The five principles contained in the article can be divided into three parts, namely: first, the principle of benefit, in which there is a principle of security and consumer safety; second, the principle of justice which includes the principle of balance; and third, the principle of legal certainty. In the context of the agreement between consumers and Islamic banking, it must also fulfill the agreement's principles of good faith. In Indonesia, this is guaranteed under Articles 1341, 1491, 1492 of the Civil Code. Apart from that, Annalisa also states that an agreement must be rational and must be implemented in good faith as regulated in Article 1338 paragraph (3) of Indonesian Civil Law. In settlement of Islamic banking disputes, the obligation to comply with sharia principles has been described as having strong rationality, both for consumers and banking institutions themselves.

In the context of dispute resolution, the application of sharia principles is part of maqashid sharia. It means that the application of sharia principles in settlement of Islamic banking disputes is part of Islamic law principles that form the basis of Islamic banking operations. Therefore, it should not be abandoned, because it is an obligation of individuals or legal entities or sharia-based institutions to carry out Islamic law in the context of preserving property. For Islamic banking institutions, this is also required in sharia-based business activities. In this re-
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17 Ahmadi Miru and Sutarman Yudo, Hukum Perlindungan Konsumen (Jakarta: Raja Grafindo Persada, 2015).
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gard, Chapra19 stated that the measure of business success in Islam is not only seen in terms of the accumulation of material but also judged by the extent to which a person can realize the *maqashid sharia*,20 in the form of the application of sharia principles. *Maqashid sharia* is a philosophy of the purpose of Islamic law in maintaining five things, including property. Therefore, the quality of compliance of a Muslim or Islamic banking consumer is a necessity that must be implemented by both the consumer and the Islamic banking institution.

“Sharia principles” in the context of sharia banking dispute resolution, contained in Article 5 Paragraph (3) of the Sharia Banking Law, states that dispute settlement conducted outside the Religious Courts must be following sharia principles. This means that the settlement of disputes that occurs in Islamic banking is obliged to apply Islamic law. This clause clearly shows that Islamic banking law requires sharia compliance for every sharia bank and its consumers. The concept of sharia compliance is a logical consequence of the emergence of a discourse on business that refers to the Islamic financial system.21 Sharia compliance is essential, as stated by Wilson22 as a form of guarantee needed by consumers when investing in Islamic financial institutions. Practically, this is widely requested by investors in the Gulf and Malaysia who wish to invest with an exceptional guarantee in the form of sharia compliance.

From the description above, it can be understood that the terminology and concept of 'spiritual rights' are indeed new.23 This concept is an understanding of the crystallization of norms/values and/or principles of human spirituality. Meanwhile, from a consumer protection perspective, every consumer has spiritual rights that need legal protection with the transactions carried out. As for the context of Islamic banking dispute resolution, one of the spiritual rights referred to is the fulfilment of sharia principles in resolutions conducted outside the Religious Courts. Therefore, the fulfilment of sharia principles in the event of a dispute between a consumer and an Islamic banking institution is one of Islamic banking consumers' spiritual rights.

**Characteristics in Settlement of Islamic Banking Disputes with Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanisms**

Islamic banking dispute resolution has a distinct characteristic. What is meant by 'distinct' is different from that of conventional banking institutions. Such a difference is caused by the requirements for compliance with sharia principles in all aspects of sharia banking operations. It goes by the term of sharia compliance. If it is linked to the concept of spiritual rights above, then sharia compliance is generally a form of spiritual rights.

Dispute resolution practices that meet sharia compliance need to pay attention to the suitability between dispute resolution mechanisms and Islamic philosophy. This is in line with the view that harmony with sharia principles is required in all aspects and stages, including the dis-

pute resolution process.\textsuperscript{24} It is also acknowledged or justified by the Financial Services Authority in the Jakarta\textsuperscript{25} and Semarang offices.\textsuperscript{26} Indonesian Banking Alternative Dispute Resolution Institute also acknowledged it.\textsuperscript{27} Such needs are because Islamic banking has different characteristics compared to conventional banking. It is also contained in the Preamble of the Sharia Banking Law.

The issues that need to be addressed so that dispute resolution can fulfill sharia compliance are:\textsuperscript{28} (1) Judges/arbitrators who handle sharia banking disputes must understand Islamic economic law, especially in the field of Islamic banking; and (2) Legislation referred to by the judge/arbitrator in providing legal considerations may not conflict with sharia principles. According to the first point above, there need to be special requirements for judges/arbiters handling cases of Islamic banking disputes. In settlement of Islamic banking disputes through a judiciary, the Great Court stipulated a regulation that judges who handle sharia banking disputes must have a special certification.

Related to the second requirement, legislation is needed or known as 'material law', which is in line with sharia principles. This is important to pay attention to, because if material law is used as a legal principle and consideration, while selection has not been made of its conformity with sharia principles, then it has the potential to produce decisions that are contrary to sharia principles.\textsuperscript{29} In this regard, Fiska\textsuperscript{30} observes the characteristics of sharia compliance in the resolution of Islamic financial disputes from a fairly broad perspective and scope, including a) making contracts; b) determining the allocation of the choice of forum (litigation or non-litigation options); c) handling of defaults or delays for payment (ta’widh); d) executing Mortgage Rights; and e) determining taflis (sharia bankruptcy). Some of these cases should have been carried out before the dispute occurred, such as making contracts or akad, choice of law, and forum choice.

By referring to the criteria for sharia compliance in sharia banking dispute resolution as previously described, it can be specified as follows:

1. The existence of a particular clause related to sharia compliance in every law becomes the basis for the settlement of sharia banking disputes.
2. Dispute resolution is handled by a judge/arbitrator who has competence in Islamic economic and financial law through a professional certification system.
3. Material law is the reference basis for the judge/arbitrator's decision with consideration of what is appropriate and or not contrary to sharia principles.

\textsuperscript{25} Hudiyanto (Directorate of Legal Development and Consumer Protection of the Financial Services Authority), "Interview on October 9" (Jakarta, 2018).
\textsuperscript{26} Hans Ori Lewi, "Interview on October 20 to Consumer Education, and Protection OJK Regional 3 Central Java, and Yogyakarta Special Region Staff" (Semarang, 2018).
\textsuperscript{27} Himawan (LAPSPI Director), "Interview on October 9" (Jakarta, 2018).
\textsuperscript{28} Setyowati, “Penyelesaian Pertikaian Perbankan Islam Di Indonesia Dalam Perspektif Perlindungan Pengguna.”
The implementation of decisions and/or executions is carried out by the appropriate institutions which observe sharia principles.

Some of the points mentioned above can be used to assess sharia banking dispute regulations through the ADR mechanism. Concerning the settlement of Islamic banking disputes through an out-of-court mechanism, OJK has made special regulations. The primary regulation in question is the Financial Services Authority Regulation No. 1/POJK.07/2014 concerning Alternative Dispute Resolution Institution. Furthermore, on December 14, 2020, the Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 61/POJK.07/2020 concerning Alternative Dispute Resolution Institutions for the Financial Services Sector was promulgated. This regulation is a policy to protect the interests of consumers and society. It means the existence of these regulations elaborates the Financial Services Authority Regulation No. 1/POJK.07/2013 concerning Protection of Financial Services Consumers. The existence of these two regulations confirms that consumer protection is part of the duties of the Financial Services Authority in realizing the national economy to grow sustainably and stably.

The content analysis results on the two regulations above show that there is no principal sharia clause in the Financial Services Authority Regulation or an obligation to comply with sharia principles in dispute resolution. In this regulation, there is also no obligation for the arbitrator to have unique competition, and there is no obligation for the arbitrator to refer to references that are appropriate or not in conflict with sharia. It is also not explicitly explained, the institutions that handle dispute resolution appropriately in enforcing Islamic law. Based on this, it can be said that the regulations related to the settlement of Islamic banking disputes through the ADR mechanism have not paid attention to sharia compliance. It means that the regulation has not yet fulfilled Islamic banking consumers’ needs, so that dispute resolution is following sharia principles. In other words, it can be understood that the principal regulations do not pay attention to the spiritual rights needs of Islamic banking consumers, causing regulations also to ignore these rights. Likewise, the analysis of the latest regulations from the perspective of consumer protection in Islamic banking shows no significant difference.

Financial Services Authority Regulations concerning Alternative Institutions for Dispute Resolution in Sharia Banking

Basically, dispute resolution is part of law enforcement studies. For Islamic financial institutions, dispute resolution cannot be separated from the concept of sharia compliance. According to Lawrence M. Friedman, law enforcement always relies on three components of the legal system, namely: 1) legal structure, in this context the relevant institutions; 2) the legal substance or legislation; and 3) legal culture. Based on the above thinking, even though this section emphasizes the institutions and the impact of legal substances related to the principal Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institutions, it will also intersect with the concept of sharia compliance. In this regard, it is essential to understand the position of The Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institutions in consumer protection, especially in the resolution of sharia banking disputes.

From a historical perspective, The Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution is a continuation of Bank Indonesia Regulations Number 8/5 of 2006 concerning Banking Mediation. In this PBI, it is stated in Article 2 that banking mediation is held due to disputes between consumers and banks due to the failure of the consumer's financial demands to be fulfilled by the bank in resolving consumer complaints, which can be resolved through banking mediation. Thus, the two regulations lead to the same goal of providing an alternative dispute resolution institution. The Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution is an effort to provide access to justice more quickly, so it is efficient. Also, the mandate for the establishment of the Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution cannot be separated from the content of Article 3 Paragraph (2) of Bank Indonesia Regulations Number 8/5 of 2006, which states that the establishment of an independent banking mediation institution established by a banking association shall be carried out no later than December 31 2007. Meanwhile, in Article 3, Paragraph (4) Bank Indonesia Regulations No. No. 8/5/2006 states that "as long as an independent banking mediation institution has not been established, the banking mediation function is carried out by Bank Indonesia". However, in reality, until the transfer of BI's function to Financial Services Authority took place based on Law Number 21 of 2011 concerning the Financial Services Authority, the institution as intended had not yet been formed.

The formation of the Financial Services Authority is to protect the interests of consumers and society. With the existence of the Financial Services Authority, it is hoped that the interests of consumers can be well protected by carrying out activities in the financial services sector that are orderly, fair, transparent, accountable, able to realize a financial system that grows sustainably and stably, and able to protect the interests of consumers and society. To achieve this goal, the Financial Services Authority is given the authority to provide education, service complaints, and legal defence against consumers who have been disadvantaged by financial service institutions. The Financial Services Authority itself has the function of organizing an integrated regulatory and supervisory system for all activities in the financial services sector.

By combining several Financial Services Authority's duties and functions related to consumers' interests, as a first step, Financial Services Authority issued Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 1/POJK.07/2013 concerning Consumer Protection in the Financial Services Sector (POJK Consumer Protection). Meanwhile, to fulfil the duty of providing consumer protection related to dispute resolution, the protection of consumers in the financial services sector must apply the principles of transparency, fair treatment, reliability, confidentiality, and security of consumer data/information, able to handling complaints and resolving consumer
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disputes by simple, fast, and affordable system. This last point means referring to alternative dispute resolution, one of which is the mediation mechanism.\textsuperscript{36} Furthermore, this is confirmed in the next regulation, namely the Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 1/POJK.07/2014 concerning Alternative Dispute Settlement Institution. The POJK explains that the dispute resolution system occurs in the financial services sector (especially between consumers and financial service institutions), which consists of internal dispute resolution in financial services institutions, settlement through public courts, and through Alternative Dispute Settlement Institutions with a specific procedure.

Financial Services Authority Regulations on Consumer Protection and The Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institutions have determined the mechanism for resolving consumer complaints through 2 (two) stages, namely settlement of complaints conducted by financial service institutions (internal dispute resolution) and dispute resolutions through judicial institutions or non-judicial institutions (external dispute resolution). This is as explained in Article 2 of The Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution that the settlement of complaints must be resolved first by financial services institutions through the consumer complaint unit in each financial service institution. Meanwhile, out of court settlement can be carried out if no agreement is reached on the complaint's settlement through a financial service institution. Furthermore, suppose the parties choose to settle the dispute complaint out of court. In that case, it will be resolved through the Alternative Dispute Resolution Institution which is included in the list of Alternative Dispute Resolution institutions established by the Financial Services Authority.

From the description above, it can be interpreted that The Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution is one of the consumer protections instruments, especially for consumers in the financial services sector. Therefore, a philosophical approach is vital to interpret the meaning of these instruments in the framework of developing Islamic financial institutions. Suppose it is linked to the need for spiritual rights as meant in the previous description. In that case, The Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution ideally also takes into account the needs of consumers in the Islamic banking industry who have operated in Indonesia for more than 25 years. The Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution's existence as a manifestation of consumer protection also has principles that must be applied.\textsuperscript{37} The principles that must be applied by Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution as stipulated in Article 5-8 The Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution are: a. Principle of Accessibility; b. Principle of Independence; c. Principle of Justice; d. Principles of Efficiency and Effectiveness.

Regulations on ADR and Consumer Protection in Islamic Banking

The implementation of The Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution, when viewed from the sharia compliance analysis as described above, shows that there are still significant problems in the form of minimal attention to the need for spiritual rights. Several obstacles were encountered, due to the provisions contained in the Fi-

\textsuperscript{36} Rahmawati and Mantili.
\textsuperscript{37} Suwandono and Yuanitasari.
nancial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution and several supporting regulations.

The assessment of the elements of sharia compliance indicates the difficulty in fulfilling sharia compliance. This is caused by several factors as follows: First, regarding sharia compliance clause: In the Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution, no clause is directly related to sharia compliance. The term "sharia" is only found in the preamble when it comes to "Islamic banking". Meanwhile, the definition in other financial services industries never mentions any Islamic financial institution, even though it exists in practice. It means that The Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution does not seem to recognize the existence of Islamic financial institutions as a whole. This has resulted in the non-recognition of the mechanisms required, specifically for the settlement of Islamic banking disputes.

Second, competence with certification; in the Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution, there is also no clause related to standardization through certification for arbitrators or parties who treat Islamic banking cases. Due to the absence of requirements in terms of competence, this condition can produce misleading decisions. Third, with references or material law as the basis for the decision, The Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution also does not contain clauses for using references following sharia principles. Fourth, in the executing institution, The Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution does not provide provision on which institution to register and execute the Alternative Dispute Resolution Institutions decision. Therefore, it means referring to the general provisions, the registration and implementation or execution of the Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution decision to the District Court, as follows the Alternative Dispute Resolution Law. This will cause more problems in the form of legal uncertainty and a lack of protection for the parties' spiritual rights.

Another problem that arises from the Institution Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution is the reduced role of Basyarnas as a sharia economic dispute settlement institution. This fact is based on several provisions, namely: a) In the Financial Services Authority Regulation On Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution, it has been stipulated that each Financial Service Institution is required to become a member of the related Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution, and therefore is obliged to pay contributions for the related Institution of Dispute Settlement Alternatives operations; b) Also, Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution can only be established by the Financial Services Institution and supported by the related Financial Services Institutions association; c) Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution that can operate, only Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution that has been included in the list approved by the Financial Services Authority. Meanwhile, in the Financial Services Authority Circular regarding the list of recognized Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution, there is only one Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution related to the banking industry, namely the Indonesian Banking Alternative Institute. Thus, it can be said that at The Financial Services Authority Regulation on Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution, Basyarnas is not recognized as an Islamic banking dispute resolution institution in Indonesia.
The last problem has not received much attention from experts. This is because no study looks explicitly at Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution from a consumer protection perspective, especially Islamic banking. Meanwhile, suppose you look back at various views related to sharia compliance linked to consumer decisions’ trust and strength in making transactions using sharia banking. In that case, this problem could trigger a decline in the Islamic banking industry in Indonesia. This is in line with Capra’s view, which claims that failure in implementing sharia principles will make consumers move to other banks by 85%. This is one of the differences between conventional and Islamic banking. Islamic banking has a unique character that requires a particular approach in protecting its consumers.

In responding to several regulatory problems in resolving sharia banking disputes through Alternative Dispute Resolutions, the Financial Services Authority at both the central and regional levels has confirmed and acknowledged the particular need to protect consumers’ spiritual rights, especially in settlement of sharia banking disputes. However, some elements that serve as benchmarks for sharia compliance mentioned above are still minimal. This is admittedly due to inaccuracy and/or incompleteness in accommodating all industrial needs under OJK’s authority. This has resulted in these needs not reflected either in the Financial Services Authority Regulations or in other related regulations. Based on this awareness, the Financial Services Authority hopes to improve and complement these shortcomings through the Dispute Settlement Alternatives Institution integration program in 2020. In this design, 6 (six) compartments will be made, one of which is specifically for handling sharia financial service disputes. However, this concept is not ready to apply soon, as several things need further consideration.

CONCLUSION
From the overall description above, it can be concluded that concerning the Regulations on ADR for Islamic banking in Indonesia, there is a problem of legal disharmony with the Sharia Banking Law. This problem arises because these regulations do not pay attention to sharia principles and obligations to enforce sharia compliance. Meanwhile, the application of sharia principles is a consumer right. From the perspective of consumer protection in Islamic banking, these belief values are a spiritual aspect inherent in everyone. Therefore, they are called spiritual rights, which also require legal protection. This study also indicates that the Financial Services Authority Regulation on Alternative Institutions for Dispute Resolution has not accommodated spiritual rights in dispute resolution in the Islamic banking industry. It means that the regulation does not yet provide the superior protection required by Islamic banking consumers. This is due to a weak understanding of spiritual rights in the context of dispute resolution. Akita continued from the problem, namely the lack of attention and policies that support the protection of spiritual rights, both in regulatory institutions and banking institutions. Based on these findings, it is recommended that regulatory institutions, especially the Financial Services
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38 M. Umer Chapra and Habib Ahmed, Corporate Governance in Islamic Financial Institutions, Occasional Paper (Jakarta, 2014), VI.
39 The six commitments are 1) Banking; 2) Capital Markets; 3) Non-Bank Financial Industry (IKNB); 4) Sharia; 5) Payment System; and 6) Financial Technologies.
40 Ori Lewi.
41 Hudiyanto (Directorate of Legal Development and Consumer Protection of the Financial Services Authority).
Authority, pay adequate attention to the entire financial service industry according to their respective characteristics. The assessment as mentioned earlier is based on the results of the analysis of the intended regulatory content, using elements of sharia compliance related to dispute resolution, which consists of four things, namely a particular clause on sharia compliance, provisions on the competency requirements of judges/arbiters, and provisions regarding legal material referred to in the decision must be following or not in conflict with sharia. The institutions implementing the decision must also support the enforcement of Islamic law.

Based on these conclusions, it is recommended that the Financial Services Authority as the regulatory authority as referred to in the study, has a strategic role in paying adequate attention to fulfilling the spiritual rights of sharia banking consumers. Also, support is needed from various related institutions to increase consumer trust through the protection of spiritual rights, including National Law Development Institution, National Land Institution, National Sharia Council, professional associations, and others, under their respective primary duties and functions.
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